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each one of the airbag deployment depends on the safety belts being locked and those not using the belt being free to move. Vehicle airbags (in-takes, side, or curtain) are required to protect the driver and passengers from.
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like all porsche models with turbo charge, the new taycan and taycan gts sport use porsche multi-function steering (mfs) for the driver's control of the car. this system with the sport and comfort mode can be controlled via direct touch controls on the center console. they are located
in the same position as the controls on a conventional steering wheel, so that it is easy to find the right setting. for the taycan models with the sport and comfort mode, the sport and comfort mode is expanded to include the functions sport, sport plus and individual, plus more

comfort-oriented settings. this means that the driver can even configure the seat to his liking. the new taycan and taycan gts sport also offer some innovative features, such as the vehicle's ability to control driving and steering parameters. this allows the driver to customize the
powertrain and chassis systems, including the variable sports steering, according to his personal preferences. porsche acc mode provides the driver with even more comfort. its active chassis control (acc) maintains the vehicle speed on bends, thereby improving the driver's comfort
and safety during cornering. the optional sport exhausts not only bring you closer to the road but also enhance the engine noise. this is a great advantage when you’re driving in an area that’s not so often traversed by other road users. the package turbo+ is the perfect choice for

drivers in need of extra power. it includes the advanced torque vectoring set to optimize the car’s handling and the standard dynamic stability control (dsc). the turbo+ package also brings the optional m sport package and the sports exhaust system with catalytic converter,
otherwise standard in the macan turbo. 5ec8ef588b
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